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Editor’s View....

Tackling space debris
Amy Saunders

Editor

“Space sector experts
have been discussing
potential solutions to the
debris problem for many
years now...........”



Debris has become a very real problem in the satellite sector. In addition to natural debris created in space, small parts lost from space
missions over the year have created an environment that some consider extremely dangerous for current and future satellites.

This problem is expected to be compounded by the tens of thousands of new satellites expected in orbit over the next decade, a result
of the trend towards satellite constellations, each numbering anywhere between tens and tens of thousands of small satellites. While many
of these satellites will be safely de-orbited at the end of their lifetime, less responsible satellite
operators may well abandon end-of-life satellites to their own devices, in non-controlled orbits.
Meanwhile, the sheer number of satellites now orbiting our Earth means that, should one be
struck by an asteroid or collide with another satellite, the resulting domino effect of collisions
could destroy the entire satellite ecosystem.

Space sector experts have been discussing potential solutions to the debris problem for
many years now, but it’s only recently that first steps have been taken to address growing con-
cerns.

Towards the end of August, Surrey Satellite Technology Ltd (SSTL) confirmed the successful
in-orbit commissioning of the RemoveDEBRIS spacecraft. SSTL has completed a series of tests
and operations to confirm the functionality of key operating systems such as power management,
communications, propulsion, attitude control and on-board computing, and the satellite is now
ready for the experimental phase of the mission to begin.

The RemoveDEBRIS mission will perform four innovative Active Debris Removal (ADR) experiments, beginning in October with the
deployment of a net developed by Airbus, which has been designed to capture a target CubeSat. The mission is then scheduled to test a
vision-based navigation system from Airbus and CSEM that uses 2D and 3D LiDaR (light detection and ranging) technology to track a
CubeSat released from the main spacecraft. Early in 2019, a harpoon developed by Airbus will be fired at 20mps to penetrate a target made
of composite material. Finally, the RemoveDEBRIS craft will deploy a large dragsail to speed de-orbit into the Earth’s atmosphere. 

“RemoveDEBRIS is an exciting and highly innovative mission that has brought together leading space organisations to tackle the issue
of space junk,” said Sir Martin Sweeting, Executive Chairman of SSTL and Chairman of the Surrey Space Centre. “I look forward to
discovering how all four experiments on board the spacecraft perform over the next few months, and I sincerely hope that the success of
this mission will mark a step-change from demonstration to regular Active Debris Removal missions in the future.”

We’ll be looking forward to hearing updates as they become available from this mission; space debris is a vital issue to get a handle of,
and one that is absolutely necessary in order for us to continue to operate in a healthy space environment.
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....News & Analysis

Thaicom and Bangladesh Communication Satellite
Company sign consulting contract
Thaicom Public Company Limited, a leading Asian
satellite operator and provider of integrated satellite end-
to-end solutions, and Bangladesh Communication
Satellite Company Limited (BCSCL), a Bangladesh
Government owned satellite operator, announce the
signing of a multi-year consultancy service agreement.

Under the agreement, Thaicom will provide BCSCL
comprehensive business and market development
services for the Bangabandhu Satellite-1, the first ever
geostationary satell ite of Bangladesh that was
successfully launched on 11 May 2018.

Navarino announces connectivity cooperation
agreement with Intelsat
Navarino, the maritime industry’s leading technology
company, announced that it will add maritime connectivity
services from Intelsat S.A. to its portfolio of connectivity
solutions.

Under the agreement, Navarino will introduce
innovative Intelsat satellite services delivered from the
award-winning IntelsatOne Flex platform, a global
managed service designed to optimize bandwidth
allocations and provide flexible coverage where it is
needed most.

With this service set to be introduced to customers
in Q3 2018, Navarino CEO Dimitris Tsikopoulos is
expecting a high level of interest in the new possibilities
that the Intelsat/Navarino collaboration will bring: “Intelsat
is one of the satellite industry’s most experienced and
respected providers. We are excited to begin working
with them to bring multi-layered HTS global coverage
and pioneering new Ku-band offerings to the maritime
marketplace, offerings which have the potential to be
really innovative in terms of how connectivity is packaged
and delivered. Navarino has a vast amount of experience
in the maritime satcom market. We have witnessed first-
hand how increasingly critical connectivity is as an
enabler for managing vessel networks and IT
infrastructure. Simultaneously, we have also seen that
there are certain sectors of our marketplace which are
looking for highly specialized types of connectivity that

the current market cannot cater to. Our collaboration with
Intelsat will enable us to address this wide variety of
maritime communications requirements by delivering a
tailored, high-throughput global connectivity solution.”

“Maritime customers are demanding a robust, flexible
and resilient platform that supports their growing
business needs and meets the demands of vessel and
crew,’ said Intelsat’s Mark Rasmussen, Vice President
and General Manager, Mobility. ‘With Intelsat’s
Globalized Network and IntelsatOne Flex services,
Navarino can tailor solutions to meet customers’
requirements and offer more differentiated products. The
addition of IntelsatOne Flex capabilities will add a level
of service, coverage and throughput that has historically
not been available in the marketplace, and customers
will see that translate into real operational improvements
that will positively impact the bottom line.’

AsiaSat gets second patent on “Methods and
Systems for Improving Spectrum Utilisation for
Satellite Communications”
Asia Satellite Telecommunications Company Limited has
received its second patent from the United States Patent
and Trademark Office (USPTO), titled, “Methods and
Systems for Improving Spectrum Utilisation for Satellite
Communications” (US Patent No. 10,050,698 B2).

This new patent is about the methods and systems
to mitigate the imbalance of uplink and downlink
spectrum allocation in satellite communications. Through
digitalising uplink spectrum with an onboard digital
channelising processor (DCP), unused Fixed Satellite
Service (FSS) guard bands (a bandwidth for separating
two adjacent communications channels without
interfering each other) in the uplink spectrum, whether
from the same band or different bands such as C, Ku or
Ka-band can be extracted, fully harvested and put into
use.

This invention can prove to be of huge benefits given
the imbalance of uplink and downlink spectrum allocation
of the Ku-band frequency in the ITU (International
Telecommunication Union) Region-3 (Asia-Pacific)
coverage. According to the ITU Region-3 allocation, the
Ku uplink spectrum has 750MHz whereas the downlink
spectrum has 1,000MHz, denoting that there is 250MHz
bandwidth in the downlink spectrum unpaired with its
uplink spectrum.

This new patent grants a recovery of this unpaired
spectrum, by installing an onboard DCP in the satellite
payload to harvest the previously unused guard bands
in the uplink spectrum. In conventional satellite payload
design, guard bands of at least 10 percent of the
spectrum bandwidth are reserved for channel isolation.
With the described methods and systems, the guard
bands in the uplink spectrum can be harvested and put
together as composite channels. While serving the
purpose of maximising the utilisation of spectrum
resources, the new available bandwidth can support
customers in developing new applications that require
flexibility and scalability, such as SCADA (Supervisory
Control and Data Acquisition) and IoT (Internet of Things)
products.

Dr. Roger Tong, Chief Executive Officer of AsiaSat
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says, “The spectrum for satellite communications is a
scarce and valuable resource. The developments made
by our strong engineering team have provided real-world
value through the more efficient utilisation of our spectrum
resources. This is the kind of innovation that drives
AsiaSat and our staff to strive for better, for both our users
and partners and their customers.”

Net successfully snares space debris
The RemoveDEBRIS satellite has successfully used its
on-board net technology in orbit – the first demonstration
in human history of active debris removal (ADR)
technology. The spacecraft began the experimental phase
of its mission on Sunday 16 September, when it used a
net to capture a deployed target simulating a piece of
space debris.

RemoveDEBRIS was designed, built and
manufactured by a consor tium of leading space
companies and research institutions led by the Surrey
Space Centre at the University of Surrey. The spacecraft
is operated in orbit by engineers at Surrey Satellite
Technology Ltd in Guildford, UK. The project is co-funded
by the European Commission.

Professor Guglielmo Aglietti, Director of the Surrey
Space Centre, said: “We are absolutely delighted with
the outcome of the net technology. While it might sound
like a simple idea, the complexity of using a net in space
to capture a piece of debris took many years of planning,
engineering and coordination between the Surrey Space
Centre, Airbus and our partners – but there is more work
to be done. These are very exciting times for us all.”

Ingo Retat, Airbus RemoveDEBRIS project head, said:
“To develop this net technology to capture space debris
we spent six years testing in parabolic flights, in special
drop towers and also thermal vacuum chambers. Our
small team of engineers and technicians have done an
amazing job moving us one step closer to clearing up
low Earth orbit.”

In the coming months, RemoveDEBRIS will test more
ADR technologies: a vision-based navigation system that
uses cameras and LiDaR technology to analyse and
observe potential pieces of debris; the first harpoon
capture technology used in orbit; and a drag-sail that will
finally bring RemoveDEBRIS into the Earth’s atmosphere
where it will be destroyed, bringing its mission to a close.

The US Space Surveillance Network tracks 40,000
objects and it is estimated that there are more than 7,600
tonnes of ‘space junk’ in and around Earth’s orbit - with
some moving faster than a speeding bullet, approaching
speeds of 30,000 miles per hour.

The research leading to these results has received
funding from the European Union Seventh Framework
Programme [FP7/2007-2013] under grant agreement
n°607099.

The RemoveDEBRIS consortium consists of:

• Mission and consortium coordination – Surrey Space
Centre (UK);

• Satellite system engineering – ArianeGroup (France);
• Platform, avionics and spacecraft operations – SSTL

(UK);
• Harpoon – Airbus (UK);

• Net – Airbus (Germany);
• Vision based navigation – CSEM (Switzerland)/

INRIA/ Airbus (France);
• CubeSat dispensers – Innovative Solutions in Space

(Netherlands);
• Target CubeSats – Surrey Space Centre (UK)/

Stellenbosch University (South Africa); and
• Dragsail – Surrey Space Centre (UK).

Telstra achieves Provisional Certification for three
teleports in Australia and Hong Kong from the World
Teleport Association
The World Teleport Association (WTA) has announced
that Telstra has achieved provisional certification of three
teleports: Gnangara (Perth, Western Australia), Oxford
Falls (New South Wales, Australia) and Stanley (Hong
Kong) under WTA’s Teleport Certification Program.

Since its introduction at IBC 2015, the Certification
program has quickly grown in popularity, with 12 teleports
currently engaged in the quality evaluation process and
certifications already issued to teleports owned by
Eutelsat, du, Signalhorn, Optus, Globecomm, Horizon,
Media Broadcast, Elara Comunicaciones, GlobalSat,
Talia, Telenor, Vivacom, Cyta, Batelco, CETel, Etisalat,
Speedcast, Singtel and Arqiva.

“Three companies – Telstra, Optus and Speedcast –
have shown global leadership in applying for WTA
certification of the quality of their teleports in Australia
and other nations,” said Executive Director Robert Bell.
“We are grateful to them for advancing high-quality
operation across the industry.”

To achieve Provisional Certification, a teleport
operator completes a +170-item questionnaire and
submits it to WTA. The Association analyzes the data
based on standards established by its Certification
Committee and issues the Provisional Certification based
on the self-reported information. The teleport then has
six months to achieve Full Certification. To achieve Full
Certification under WTA’s program, an auditor is
dispatched to visit the teleport, provide independent
validation of the data submitted in the questionnaire and
identify additional factors that may positively or negatively
affect the score. Full Certification is issued at a Tier
number from 1 through 4, of which 4 represents the
highest degree of excellence, and remains in effect for 3
years.

WTA’s Teleport Certification Program serves both
teleport operators and their customers by creating an
objective, transparent, and internationally accepted
method for teleport operators to document the quality of
their operations for customers and strategic partners. It
also provides a means for customers to select teleport
vendors delivering the price-performance level that is
appropriate for their applications.
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....Next Evolution of TV Viewing

4K - here to stay
4K, or Ultra High Definition (UHD), has been in the making for a long time; it’s been decades
since HD came into effect around most of the world, and the next evolution of TV viewing is here
at last. With four times as many pixels as HD, content quality has seen a significant increase.
However, it’s not all smooth sailing; there’s a lot still to consider before 4K can truly take over the
world.

Photo courtesy of shutterstock

4K has been lauded as the next ‘big thing’ in consumer
experience for some years now, but it’s yet to catch on in the
way manufacturers and content producers imagined. When
3D TVs were introduced, a certain sub-set of tech-loving
consumers rushed out to buy 3D ready TVs and content,
even though the fad was short-lived. Perhaps it’s a good thing,
then, that the move to 4K is a much more gradual transition,
with consumers mostly waiting until their TVs and devices
naturally needed upgrading. It’s certainly more indicative of
a successful, long-term step forwards, rather than a flash in
the pan.

Market forces
Of course, every new technology that comes to market must
meet market needs and be in demand from consumers for
continued investment and development.

According to Research and Markets’ latest report, ‘Global
4K Technology Market – By Industry, Product, Region –
Market Size, Demand Forecasts, Company Profiles, Industry
Trends and Updates (2017-2023),’ the global 4K technology
market stood at US$35.95 billion in 2017 and is estimated to
achieve a CAGR of 22.11 percent to US$119.21 billion by

2023. Growth during the period is expected to be boosted by
growing demand for 4K TV, camera and projectors. According
to the report, the main market for manufacturing Smart 4K
TVs has been dominated by Japan, North America, and
Korea, with Hisense, Chang Hong, and Seiki Corporation
dominating the market. South Korea and Taiwan are also in
the list of manufacturing the smart 4K TVs, where Samsung,
Sony, and LG are leading the way.

Another report from ABI Research exploring the flat panel
TV market, which has achieved more than 85 percent
penetration in homes around the world, has forecast that 44
percent of global flat panel TV shipments will be 4K TVs,
surpassing 102 million units, in 2018. Indeed, more than 33
percent of flat panel TVs shipped in 2017 were 4K-ready.
Geographically, the Asia-Pacific region leads in 4K shipments,
representing 37 percent of global shipments in 2018. The
market in this region is mainly driven by China, where low-
cost 4K TVs are prolific. North America and Western Europe,
meanwhile, have the highest 4K market penetration right now,
accounting for almost half of global 4K flat panel TV shipments
in 2018. Going forwards, ABI expects consumer demand to
drive 4K flat panel TV shipments to grow at a CAGR of 17.3

UHD TV.pmd 20/09/2018, 14:476
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percent to reach 194 million shipments in 2022.
“Better visual experience and availability of 4K content

together with declining price points are driving 4K TV set
shipments,” commented Khin Sandi Lynn, Industry Analyst
at ABI Research. “As expected, 4K is quickly becoming the
standard for TV sales. Just like HD before it, hardware
technology reached the market far before any content did,
placing an impetus on content creators and providers to catch
up, while also allowing for a time of transition. While some of
the satellite and cable providers are lagging behind major
streaming services for 4K support and content, that too is
shifting. As 4K becomes the norm, questions surround HDR
and its many forms will become the focus.”

Technical challenges
High Definition (HD) has become ubiquitous in much of the
world now, delivering five times as many pixels as Standard
Definition (SD). However, consumers might be surprised to
know that there are in fact three different standards for HD:

• 1080p: 1920x1080p – 2,073,600 pixels per frame;
• 1080i: 1920x1080i – 1,036,800 pixels per field (2,073,600

pixels per frame); and
• 720p: 1280x720 – 921,600 pixels per frame.

While three different standards make things slightly more
complicated than if there was a single, cohesive standard,
it’s still pretty straight-forward for content producers to make
programmes that will reliably play on all HD devices, and for
device manufacturers to design products that will play all HD
content.

4K roll-out, in contrast, is quite a bit more complex.
Although officially there are just two standards, one for home
viewing and one for cinemas, simply squeezing in four times
as many pixels is not the answer to an improved viewing
experience:

• Cinematic 4K: 4096x2160 - 8,847,360 pixels per frame
• Home UHD: 3840x2160 - 8,294,400 pixels per frame

Indeed, contrast ratio, compression artefacts and colour
all have a significant impact on picture quality, more so, some
would argue, than resolution. The following points have been
raised with regards to 4K roll-out:

The human eye is limited
Incredible as they are, the human eye does have its limits. To
fully-appreciate the increased resolution of 4K, the eyes need
to be within a certain proximity of the screen. The norm in
most Western homes is for viewers to sit some 8-10 feet away
from the viewing device, at which distance, the screen would
need to be at least 84 inches for the full effect of 4K to be felt.
Smaller devices such as tablets and phones are getting in
on the 4K action, and while here the effects may be better
appreciated, the increased resolution in TVs is a little wasted
for the majority of consumers.

Larger TVs are not the norm
With consumers in general living in increasingly small homes
(anyone who has recently moved in to a New Build property
in the UK can attest to this), TVs in the 84-inch region are
considered a bit of a waste of space. The average living room
in many developed markets is around 10 square feet, and
most consumers are not rushing forwards to give up this

space to a new breed of giant 4K TVs. Yes, TVs may be getting
larger, but 84 inches is still a long way beyond the norm.

Quantity ‘“ Quality
Increasing the number of pixels fourfold does not lead to a
fourfold increase in image quality. Indeed, some experts are
calling for better colour, compression artefacts and contrast
ratio; while the technology is getting there today with high
dynamic range (HDR), wide colour gamut (WCG) and high
frame rate (HFR), we’re still not really where we need to be.

What about motion resolution?
Motion resolution is another area not addressed by 4K
technologies. If you watch TV with some regularity, you’ll
notice that when there’s significant movement on the screen,
there’s a big loss of resolution, around 40 percent. This has
yet to be improved, even with the advent of 4K.

Lacking standards
While the pixel standards have been defined for both home
and cinematic devices (see above), there is much more to
standardisation which remains to be addressed. Even in 2017,
4K TVs were being manufactured with HDMI 1.4, which allows
4,096x2,160 pixels at a frame rate of 24fps. While this just
about covers standard 4K content, it won’t cover the higher
frame rates required for 4K gaming; anyone playing online
games with other players will be looking for at least 30fps.
HDMI 2.0, which came into use in early 2017, enables more
bandwidth, higher resolutions, and higher framerates, but
these cannot be backwards engineered into existing 4K TVs.

There’s no doubt that 4K is a big step up from HD.
However, there’s still a long way to go to make it as good as
it can possibly be. A fractured market with a whirling mass of
varying standards is no good to consumers, device
manufacturers or content producers.

Despite this, consumers and content producers alike are
rushing forwards with the new technology. Any new step
forward like this is a marketing team dream, and in the era of
hash tags, #4K is big news. It’s an easy sell, especially in-
store, where consumers can stand within inches of a 100+
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inch screen and really take in the improved picture quality.

Satellite operators jump on 4K
4K is a great opportunity for satellite operators the world over.
With four times as many pixels, any 4K content in need of
broadcasting takes up huge amounts of bandwidth, increasing
revenues for satellite operators, and boosting capacity
utilization. It’s hardly surprising then that satellite operators
are lauding the benefits of 4K content to its clients, investing
in studies showing strong consumer demand for 4K, and
ramping up their marketing activities in this area.

One of the areas 4K really comes into its own is in the
world of sports, where higher resolution makes a big
difference to the viewing experience. It’s no wonder then that
broadcasters have really ramped up their capabilities when
it comes to major events such as the Olympics or the FIFA
World Cup.

Throughout 8-25 February, NBC Olympics selected SES
to provide 4K High Dynamic Range (HDR) satellite distribution
for its production of the XXIII Olympic Winter Games, which
take place in PyeongChang, South Korea. SES used its
satellite platform to distribute the NBC Olympics HDR feed
to their affiliates throughout the USA, utilizing the SES-1
satellite. As part of the implementation, SES provided
preconfigured satellite receivers to the affiliates that received
the HDR feed. SES’s 4K platform provides multichannel video
program distributors (MVPDs) in the USA access to the
world’s largest bouquet of linear 4K programming.

“NBC Olympics was pleased to work with SES to offer 4K
HDR coverage of the PyeongChang Games to our valued
distribution partners,” said David Mazza CTO & SVP, NBC
Olympics. “The HDR feed distributed by SES, and presented
by Xfinity, complemented our HDR Video On Demand offering
available to MVPDs and satellite providers across the United
States.”

NBC Olympics distributed 4K HDR coverage, provided
by Olympic Broadcasting Services (OBS) and Japan’s NHK,
to US distribution partners, who individually chose how to
make the content available to their customers. NBC’s 4K HDR
coverage of the PyeongChang Games was made available
on delay, and included 4K footage from the Opening
Ceremony, hockey, figure skating, short track speed skating,
ski jumping, and snowboard big air competitions.

Later in June, it was announced that Hispasat would
provide the necessary satellite capacity to Portuguese
communications operator MEO, in order to broadcast 28
matches from the 2018 World Cup in 4K via satellite.

The first match to be broadcast on the RTP1 4K channel
was Russia versus Saudi Arabia, the opening match for the
World Cup. In the following days, the most important games
of the championship were offered, including all of Portugal’s
matches, three Round of Sixteen matches, three Quarter-
Final matches, the Semi-finals and the Final. All the matches
were broadcast on the Portuguese MEO platform through
the Hispasat 30W-5 satellite.

Another interesting application of 4K technology over
satellite was announced in April, when Eutelsat began the
broadcast of NASA High Definition (NTV-3) and NASA Ultra
High Definition (NTV-4) channels for the first time across
Europe, the Middle East, North Africa and Sub-Saharan
Africa. Notably, Eutelsat is the first satellite operator to make
NASA TV channels accessible to a large and rapidly growing
audience base across Europe, the Middle East, North Africa
and Sub-Saharan Africa.

Viewers from across these regions can now enjoy
exceptional images from the US space programme, including
coverage of launches, life on-board the International Space
Station (ISS), Ear th views from space, deep space
exploration, the solar system, Mars, replay of NASA classics
such as the Apollo programme, and documentaries on
NASA’s latest R&D work.

NASA TV HD is transmitted free-to-air from the HOTBIRD
video neighbourhood at 13° East for viewers in Europe, the
Middle East and North Africa, and via the 7° East video
neighbourhood for viewers in Sub-Saharan Africa. NASA TV
UHD, meanwhile, is also broadcast on the HOTBIRD and 7°
East video neighbourhoods, as well as the FRANSAT TV
platform via the EUTELSAT 5 West A satellite, for subscribers
equipped with an Ultra HD-compatible TV set.

4K: Here to stay
It’s certain that, despite teething challenges for content
producers, device manufacturers and broadcasters alike, 4K
is here to stay for the long haul. The technology provides too
many benefits to consumers in terms of quality, and for
everyone else in the supply chain in terms of financials, for it
to fall by the wayside. It’s helpful, too, that like HD before it,
4K is being seen as the natural evolution of TV technology.
There’s even talk of 8K in some parts of the world, though
implementation lies far into the future. 
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....Cybersecurity Developments

Protecting data and ourselves
Never before in history have we been as connected and digitally intertwined as we are today.
With the touch of a button, or indeed a simple voice command, we can speak with people across
the world, transmit and receive data, access the latest news, film, or media. These
unprecedented levels of connectivity deliver life-changing benefits to consumers the world over,
and on the defence stage, they’re making all the difference to mission-critical communications.
With this new digital era, however, protecting ourselves and our data has never been more
important; this is particularly true within defence forces.

Photo courtesy of Shutterstock

It’s difficult not to be aware of the need to protect oneself
digitally in today’s world. We’ve moved on from the recent
decades when a simple anti-virus package was all that was
needed to secure consumer computing devices; today, we
live in a veritable wild west of digital security, where cunning
hackers are able to steal all sorts of valuable information
from us, should we let our guard down. Keeping our data
private is vital, both for the individual, and for the state.

For governments, the era of connectivity has created
massive new security challenges. We’ve progressed
incredibly in terms of the amount of information that can be
collected and communicated over the Internet and other
wireless feeds, giving us greater capabilities than ever before,
and it’s imperative that this information remain in the intended
hands. If information on troop movements or plans are
acquired by the enemy, the battlefield becomes all the more
deadly. Meanwhile, if malicious groups gain access to
governmental voting systems, democratic process is in
immense trouble.

One of the biggest challenges in cybersecurity is the
rapidly-evolving nature of security risks. In many cases,
threats are advancing faster than we can keep up with. As
such, there is no one cybersecurity solution. Indeed, effective
cybersecurity includes a collection of technologies and
processes to protect networks, programmes, computers and
data from attack or unauthorised access. Both physical and
cyber threats must be guarded against to ensure the essential
delivery of services. Accordingly, governments must focus
on all aspects of cybersecurity, and retain advice and
technologies from a variety of vendors. This can lead to
complicated systems with a very large number of players
working to different levels, leading to confusion and ineffective
coverage.

Cyber-attacks in 2018
It’s been a busy year so far on the cybersecurity front, and
we can fully expect incidences of cyber attacks to increase
for the foreseeable future.
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The US Government has publicly acknowledged Russian
state involvement in the 2017 cyber attacks on American
utility’s control systems. Officials had hinted of the involvement
for months, but in February, the Government attributed the
NotPetya ransomware attacks to Russia, and the grid hacking
was attributed to Russia a month later in March.

Late in February, the MyFitness Pal app was breached,
resulting in the exposure of usernames, email addresses and
passwords of around 150 million users. The hack wasn’t
detected until the end of March. Also, in March, the
Department of Justice (DOJ) indicted nine Iranian hackers
for the alleged hacking of 144 US universities, 176 universities
in 21 other countries, 47 private companies, and other targets
like the United Nations, the US Federal Energy Regulatory
Commission, and the states of Hawaii and Indiana. According
to the DOJ, the suspects stole 31TB of data, estimated to be
worth US$3 billion in intellectual property. Meanwhile,
aggregation company Exactis left some 340 million records
exposed on a publicly-accessible server earlier this year in a
major act of data exposure. Around 2TB of personal data
from hundreds of millions of US citizens was made available
as a result of improper defence and storage.

At the end of May, there were yet more reports of Russian
cyber-attacks, this time involving a hacking campaign that
impacted more than 500,000 routers worldwide. The attack,
which spreads a malware called VPNFilter, can be used to
coordinate the infected devices to create a massive botnet,
or else directly spy and manipulate web activity to create a
massive botnet. Such capabilities can be used to launch

network manipulation or spam campaigns, to stealing data
and creating targeted, localised attacks.

Comtech launches third CYBRScore Skills Assessment
Comtech Telecommunications, which offers advanced
communications solutions for large governmental users, is
also making its presence known on the cyber stage. In
October 2017, its Command & Control Technologies group
launched its third CYBRScore Skills Assessment work role
using the knowledge, skills and abilities defined in the
National Initiative for Cybersecurity Education (NICE)
Cybersecurity Workforce Framework (NCWF).

In today’s rapidly evolving cybersecurity threat
environment, the awareness and knowledge of employees
is essential to protect critical enterprise infrastructure;
however, few organizations are able to quantitatively measure
the skills of their key personnel responsible for cybersecurity
protection. CYBRScore, therefore, provides quantitative
metrics on cybersecurity job role skills.

The Cyber Defense Analyst role is available on a cloud-
based platform as a series of five 30-45 minute scenario-
based exercises. Comtech’s patented Performan
Score technology measures more than 450 data points to
provide the most accurate evaluation of an individual’s
capabilities with respect to all 125 knowledge, skills, abilities
and tasks defined by the NCWF for the Cyber Defense Analyst
work role.

“CYBRScore™ Skills Assessments provide a quantitative
measurement of performance, using practical, hands-on
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scenarios to evaluate job-role competencies. Our Skills
Assessments provide specific insights into strengths and
weaknesses of an enterprise’s Cybersecurity workforce and
identify the highest impact training investments,” said Fred
Kornberg, President and Chief Executive Officer of Comtech
Telecommunications Corp. ”The CYBRScore assessment
details an overall score with individual skills breakdown and
provides training recommendations to improve the skill areas
that need augmentation.”

In March, Comtech’s Command & Control Technologies
group partnered with Southern New Hampshire University
(SNHU), a leader in online education, to integrate Comtech’s
CYBRScore Lab solution within three courses in SNHU’s
Master of Science in Cyber Security program. CYBRScore
Labs are a hands-on solution powered by Comtech’s patented
PerformanScore dynamic scoring technology. With this
solution, SNHU gains valuable insight into student
cybersecurity skills and abilities via quantifiable metrics and
equips graduates with verifiable ‘job ready’ skills.

Comtech provides a series of 30 cloud-based lab
scenarios integrated within three core graduate level
information security courses, including Network Assessment
and Defense (IT-643), Investigation and Digital Forensics
(ISE-640), and the Cyber Security Capstone (ISE-690). All
labs are conducted in a virtualized environment that features
real networks, real machines, real tools, and real-world
scenarios. Each lab scenario lasts from 30-60 minutes.
Students can access these labs anywhere, anytime with a
viable Internet connection and a laptop.

“We are thrilled to partner with Comtech to integrate their
CYBRScore lab solution within our cybersecurity program,”
said Scott Overmyer, Assistant Executive Director, Academic

STEM Programs, Southern New Hampshire University. “We
are measuring real-time competency and gaining never-
before-seen insights to understand exactly where students
need to improve their cybersecurity skills.”

Thales advances secure defence cloud platforms
Defence forces all over the world are investing heavily in
digital transformation, particularly in the digitalization of their
command and control and battlefield communications
systems. Cloud services have enhanced millions of lives – in
fact, every magazine we prepare is created in the cloud –
but commercial solutions are not suitable for military
applications, since they typically require high levels of
bandwidth which is not available in the field. Additionally,
cybersecurity must be more stringent than ever to ensure
mission critical data is kept secure.

In June, Thales made a major step forwards in this area
with the launch of the first comprehensive private cloud
infrastructure solution to improve the operational efficiency
of the armed forces. Its new Nexium Defence Cloud solution
is designed specifically for constrained environments,
enabling deployed forces to conduct missions in total
autonomy. Cloud connectivity on the battlefield promises to
drive a technological revolution for armed forces and
engender a growth in demand for new capabilities to gather,
share and process large volumes of data in real time. As
threat environments evolve, armed forces units will be able
to respond immediately, and sometimes simultaneously, to
any situation that may arise in future conflicts.

With its Nexium Defence Cloud and related connectivity
solutions, Thales proposes a complete solution including
secure, end-to-end hosting of data and applications. Users
ranging from commanders in the home country to units
deployed in theatres of operation can access data in complete
privacy in a dedicated environment that takes full benefit of
Thales’s cybersecurity expertise. Nexium Defence Cloud is
a modular solution with an extensive range of configurations
available to accommodate the requirements of very high-
capacity, readily expandable infrastructure networks for bases
all the way down to an all-in-one box that transforms a Forward
Operating Bases into new cloud nodes in a matter of hours.
This ability to interconnect systems and devices quickly and
easily within ad-hoc command structures and organisations
boosts mission effectiveness with no trade-off in security.
Equipment and applications can be deployed, configured and
updated remotely so that the armed forces can focus on their
core missions.

“Thales is bringing to armed forces, its expertise in secure,
interoperable information and telecommunication systems,
combined with world-class capabilities in the key digital
technologies of connectivity and IoT, Big Data, artificial
intelligence and cybersecurity. With Nexium Defence Cloud,
Thales is expanding the armed forces’ arsenal with a new
digital power that allows them to make decisions quickly and
efficiently in real time at each decisive moment,” said Marc
Darmon, Thales Executive Vice President, Secure
Communications and Information Systems.

Following the launch of Nexium Defence Cloud, Thales
has become Microsoft’s preferred partner in the development
of a cloud technology for ‘demanding’ customers. The two
groups will become the first to offer a complementary solution
adapted to the differing needs of armed forces from national
command centres down to individual theatres of operations,
with no compromise on security.   P
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To accomplish this, Microsoft Azure Stack, which is
delivered as an integrated system, will be used as the
baseline system, into which Thales will integrate its
connectivity and end-to-end cybersecurity and encryption
solutions. This will handle the most sensitive data, while
keeping it hosted at defence headquarters or deployed in
the field. The resulting system will couple the cloud computing
power and functionalities of Azure Stack with Thales’s resilient
and robust cybersecurity functionalities, necessary to
guarantee the security of all data deemed sensitive and
classified by armed forces while reinforcing interoperability
and operational excellence.

The solution will provide armed forces with a flexible cloud
application platform which exceeds the basic functionalities
of data storage and management. Secured defence clouds
do not currently possess this functionality. In future
developments, Azure Stack augmented with the Guavus
Reflex analytics platform could give users the ability to
analyse big amount of data in real-time for intelligence
gathering, to use military Internet of Things (IoT) applications
involving various types of sensors on the field or even to
exchange data with mobile applications for augmented
soldiers.  

The unique environment the cloud platform will operate
in, including theatres of operations and bases in remote
locations, will require the platform to be configured differently
to a commercial system. Indeed, each integrated system will
require a level of autonomy, and be capable of working offline
in case of a connection loss due to conditions on the ground.
It will also require systems to be portable and be ruggedized

and hardened to ensure resilience when deployed in theatre.
Accordingly, configuration will be managed by Thales.

“We are thrilled to announce our unique partnership with
Thales to accelerate digital transformation in the defense
sector. Our solution, Microsoft Azure Stack will help armed
forces in the analysis of huge volumes of sensitive data in
order to make break through developments. Together with
Thales, we will be able to provide a flexible cloud platform
with an unequalled level of security that will help overcome
challenges within the defense industry,” said Jean-Philippe
Courtois, Executive Vice President and President, Microsoft
Global Sales, Marketing and Operations, Microsoft.

ESA pushes ahead with quantum communications
We’ve heard a lot in recent years about satellite-enabled
quantum communications, particularly from China. According
to the theory, quantum communications will enable secure,
reliable, ‘hack-proof’ communications to governments,
companies and defence groups across the globe.

In August 2016, QUESS, a ‘hack-proof’ communications
satellite was launched into orbit to enable China to provide
high-level communications security support to islands in the
South China Sea, Chinese embassies and consulates in
foreign countries. QUESS became operational in January
2017, and it was reported that the satellite had successfully
beamed photons between itself and two ground stations and
demonstrated that the particles could remain in a linked
quantum state even at a distance of 1,200km. Scientists
believe that after establishing reliable communications links
using the technique, it will be possible to create ‘super secure’
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quantum-enabled communications networks by adding more
satellites. Follow-up experiments are expected to last five
years, with a new satellite placed into a higher orbit of
20,000km above Earth.

Today, other organisations and entities are getting in on
the action. In May, it was reported that the European Space
Agency (ESA) and an SES-led consortium are developing a
system that will allow the generation of encryption keys from
space, as well as their secure transmission to users on Earth
via laser.

Under the agreement with ESA, the SES-led consortium
of industry partners will establish a Quantum Cryptography
Telecommunication System (QUARTZ), a new platform aimed
at providing a global service for next-generation encryption
keys for use in geographically dispersed networks. Possible
applications will address the needs of users such as
telecommunication operators, financial organisations,
infrastructure providers, institutions and, most notably,
potentially governmental organisations.

In the framework of the QUARTZ project, SES will define,
design and develop a satellite-based Quantum Key
Distribution (QKD) system and service architecture, which
includes the future service and the core technologies up to
ground end-to-end testing. Other members of the consortium
will provide specific technological contributions and expertise
for various elements of the system and will include companies
and research organisations from ESA member states.

Thanks to its reach and unlimited coverage, satellite can
be a key element in achieving a reliable, globally available
cybersecurity system. According to reports, the QUARTZ
project is an important step towards an innovative, robust,
scalable and commercially viable satellite-based QKD
service. It will enable the generation of encryption keys by
secure laser links from satellite to users on the ground via a

laser terminal for optical communication, as well as photon
transmission for the quantum keys.

QUARTZ is a project developed under the umbrella of
ESA’s new ARTES / ScyLight programme called SeCure and
Laser communication Technology, in a dedicated Programme
Line for Quantum Technologies. ScyLight was created by the
ESA as a dedicated programme to foster and support the
development and deployment of innovative optical
technologies for satellite communication as well as to assist
industry in developing new market opportunities for optical
communication technologies.

“QUARTZ is an excellent example of combining the
scientific communities’ research work and private industry’s
requirements with the support of ESA’s ScyLight programme
to develop future applications,” said Magali Vaissiere, ESA
Director of Telecommunications and Integrated Applications.

Nicole Robinson, SVP Global Government at SES
Networks, said, “Quantum cryptography and satellite-enabled
key distribution technology are powerful tools in providing
safe and intrusion-resistant data exchange, and can
complement SES Networks’ offerings in the context of secure
satellite communications.”

Looking to the future
Cybersecurity is going nowhere; it’s importance will continue
to grow as we come to live in an increasingly digital era. For
governments and defence forces, it’s vital that cyber attacks
be averted as often as possible for the safe-keeping of nations.
Public private partnerships (PPPs) are gaining a greater hold
in this area as massive organisations seek out expertise and
funding from a variety of directions, and enhanced
cooperation can only help advance technologies. No doubt,
we’ll be seeing a growing number of systems and solutions
designed to protect data going forwards.
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Providing services in
challenging environments
ITC Global was founded in 2001 to provide carrier-grade
telecommunications and network technologies to the energy,
mining and maritime industries, which often operate in harsh or
remote environments. In August 2015, ITC Global was acquired
by Panasonic, which has provided both companies with
impressive economies of scale and enhanced efficiencies. Amy
Saunders met with Yagnesh Rajendran, Vice President, Global
Enterprise Sales and Business Development, and Sanjay
Singam, Vice President, Global Engineering at ITC Global, to
find out more about how the company provides services in
challenging environments.
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Question: What can you tell us about
ITC Global’s services and capa-
bilities?
Sanjay Singam: We’ve gained access
to an extensive network portfolio and
as part of the Panasonic organization,
we’ve recently added new satellite
capacity to our global mobility network.
In Asia, we’ve added Eutelsat’s latest
satellite, E172B, where we have access
to extensive high-throughput satellite

(HTS) beams. In the US, meanwhile,
we’ve added SES-15, which has gone
live this year, and we’re starting to ramp
up our services with that. It’s a similar
story with SES-14 in the Americas,
which is planned to be online in
September. Then there’s APSTAR-6D,
which is a brand new extreme-
throughput satellite (XTS). ITC Global
and Panasonic will review customer
requirements to determine how we can

best leverage it for client needs.
The whole point behind XTS is that

it ’s the evolution of HTS. Beams
continue to get smaller, but we are
looking to pump more bandwidth at the
same time. With the traditional wide-
beam satellites, you can get about 50-
60 megabits per second (Mbps), while
with HTS, you’re looking at about 100-
150Mbps. With XTS, we’re talking about
400, 500 or 600Mbps. XTS is just one
component of the new satellite; it’s
important to see that it’s not just the
satell ite, it ’s also the platform
technology that is utilized. We need to
be able to offer clients the right platform,
and we don’t believe in one size fits all.
With APSTAR-6D, we’re going to
leverage Newtec and iDirect technology,
but there are other options as well.

Question: What can you tell us about
the latest trends you’ve observed in
your markets?
Sanjay Singam: One of the main trends
we’re seeing is that with HTS systems
coming on line, the networks are getting
much larger and the beams are getting
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Yagnesh Rajendran, Vice President,
Global Enterprise Sales and Business
Development

smaller, but far more efficient. HTS
beams deliver throughput significantly
greater than traditional satellites,
amplifying the complexity and
incremental costs of the network, with
more teleports, uplinks and a larger
terrestrial backbone required.

We have to help customers
understand that HTS isn’t a one-size-
fits-all solution. For example, if you’re
spread from the Middle East all the way
over to India, one HTS beam is not
going to cover your needs. We’ve had
customers tell us they want a complete
HTS network from us, but when we
break it down, that particular customer
may need five spot beams, which may
not be as cost effective as a traditional
wide beam. So, there is some education
that has to be done to help the customer
understand the full options versus just
taking in the marketing hype. Our global
mobility network is built on wide beams,
spot beams and HTS beams, and with
APSTAR-6D, we’ll have XTS beams.
That allows us to provide the right
network designs and coverage for each
of our customer’s unique requirements.

For example, we have an oil and gas
customer that’s been in the same
operating region for the last five years
because they’re drilling. HTS is perfect
for that customer because they’re not
going anywhere, and their operations
necessitate a large amount of
bandwidth. However, for the traditional
commercial maritime client, it may not
work as well. Some of clients do
leverage our HTS networks, because it
helps us bridge between Europe, the
Americas and Asia, but we’re judicious
about when we utilize HTS, because it

doesn’t make sense to have sites
dropping in and out of a network
constantly just because they have to
keep shifting frequencies.

We really believe that for the oil and
gas market, XTS is going to be a game
changer. A decade ago, those
customers were asking for 512Kbps up
and 512Kbps down, and that was a lot
at the time. Today, we’re deploying
networks that deliver 100Mbps down
and 50Mbps up, and we’re offering them
even more. Between our ability to
leverage the buying power of the
Panasonic network, and pricing
declines in space segment, our clients
are now getting a lot more for their
money.

To me, the next evolution of satellite,
and what we at ITC Global are looking
at, is beam forming and the ability to
use transponders to follow ships as they
move around. Think of the advantages
– you wouldn’t have to worry about
reaching the beam edge, switching
beams or switching frequencies. There
are great opportunities in the cruise
sector for those capabilities as well.

Question: How does your Crew LIVE
package factor into these recent
market developments?
Sanjay Singam: What we see in the oil
and gas industry, parts of the mining
industry, and par ts of the cruise
industry, is a greater focus around
remote staff and crew welfare. Bringing

the best and brightest into your
company and keeping them there is
getting harder and harder.

This led to the launch of our ITC
Crew LIVE platform, which includes a
pay-as-you-go internet service that
enables users to keep in contact with
loved ones back home. Crew LIVE
delivers segmented bandwidth for
employee personal use, so that
corporate personnel don’t have to pay
for the crew connectivity anymore. They
used to have to buy an extra 1-5Mbps
of traffic out of their own pockets. Now,
ITC Global is saying that we’ll install the
equipment at our own cost, we’ll deploy

Sanjay Singam, Vice President, Global
Engineering
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a reliable network solution for the staff
and crew, and we’ll keep any revenue
generated from the service. Beyond
Crew LIVE data packages, we recently
released a video-on-demand (VOD)
service, which went live in April 2018
and provides access to a library of
newly released Hollywood movies and
popular TV series.

Since launch, the Crew LIVE
platform has gained more than 30,000
individual registered users across 55
offshore sites, and we’re adding to that
number each day. More and more oil
and gas customers are moving to the
crew connectivity model, as it costs
them nothing to set up. Interestingly, it’s

a very bottom-up approach. In some
cases, the crew love Crew LIVE so
much that they’re advocating to their
employers that their company utilize our
services for their corporate
communications as well.

Crew LIVE comes with many
advantages compared with other
systems. For one, redundancy is really
important, so we have two satellites
covering each area around the globe,
enabling full redundancy. Providing this
satellite diversity helps deliver high
availability service so the crews using
the service don’t have to worry about
not speaking to their families back
home. We design and deploy custom

networks that deliver 99.7+ percent
network availability and we put our
money where our mouth is – going
beyond the expected to meet or exceed
customer service level agreements
every time.

The security implications are
increasingly prevalent as well. By
having a separate system for crew and
corporate communications, Crew LIVE
removes 100 percent of crew devices
from the corporate network. The
networks are completely independent
in terms of equipment, so any potential
viruses from crew member devices
won’t touch the corporate network. This
is huge for our clients and is making a
world of difference in their proactive
security posture.

ITC Global has its own security
systems on the back end to block and
manage network threats, and
proactively notifies the customer if a
virus is found on their system.
Additionally, if the corporate
communications network goes down,
the crew welfare network can become
the backup.

Now, we’re starting to look at new
projects like artificial intelligence (AI),
Big Data and platforms to help
customers leverage all their data and
information to drive efficiencies and
improve their business. It used to be all
about the bandwidth, but now it’s about
what value we bring to the organization.

Question: In March, ITC Global was
awarded a contract renewal with Plan
International for communications to
24 sites in Western and Central
Africa. What can you tell us about the
deal?
Yagnesh Rajendran: We’ve had a
relationship with Plan for a number of
years. The recent deal came about from
a very competitive bid, and for us, it was
a very strategic win. In this market, you
rarely find customers making
commitments for more than two years,
so we’re very pleased to continue to
serve Plan for another three years. We’ll
be managing their end-to-end needs
and looking after all their sites, from
dispatching to troubleshooting.

Sanjay Singam: We also do traffic
shaping for Plan. If they want to prioritise
cer tain applications, they can get
together with our engineering staff and
we’ll put together a strategy describing
how we’ll shape the traffic to ensure
they’re getting the data that’s most
important first, and the less important
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data second. Internet surfing for crew
during their down time, for example, is
a lower priority than other shipboard
communications needs.

Plan’s needs have shifted over the
last three or four years, and almost
quar terly, they’re asking us to do
something slightly different. It ’s
important than we can respond and
adjust to their needs as they grow and
their pr ior it ies change based on
humanitarian missions.

They renewed with us because we
have strong satellite coverage over
Africa, which is fairly new, and we’ve
worked with them to drive toward most
cost-effective pricing. That’s been
important in keeping their business. The
other aspect was that Plan didn’t want
to increase their bandwidth for the total
number of sites in Africa; instead, they
wanted to be more efficient with what
they had.

As part of our renewal with them,
we’re visiting every site, checking every
antenna, every BUC, every LNB and the 

remote equipment. We’re also starting
to prioritize different parts of their traffic
as they require, including blocking traffic
to sites they don’t want on the network,
such as illegal downloading sites. We’re
also fairly flexible on IP addresses and
can even help down to how many sites
share a particular IP. Most providers
would just say ‘here’s your one internal
IP address,” but we allow them to use
external IP addresses when needed.

Question: Providing tailored services
unique to each customer is a big part
of what ITC Global is all about. Can
you tell us more about this
approach?
Yagnesh Rajendran: It ’s very
collaborative, the way we operate
together with our customers. For
instance, we can suggest moving them
from one satellite to another based on
their needs or what we think would be
in their best interest for their operations.
Similarly, if they need certain funds
allocated for maintenance or field

service work, we can do that based on
commercial changes.

It’s important to have that kind of
open dialogue ahead of and during the
course of a contract.

In this sort of consolidating market,
pricing is dropping by the month; if we
look at the next generation of satellites,
the costs are going to come down
further. So, the real value of the actual
service sits within the management and
the maintenance of that service.

What we do for customers like Plan,
and all the flexibility we create for them,
is a clear reflection of what we can do
for all ver ticals in the remote
communications industry. It’s very
important for clients to know that they
have subject matter experts who can
manage and maintain their service.
Most companies don’t have the ability
to hire groups to work within their teams
to be able to manage their services. We
are those exper ts, and in a fast-
consolidating market, we definitely
stand apart.
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Burgeoning space sector
Arralis delivers world-leading expertise in RF, micro and millimetre-wave technology, excelling in
Monolithic Microwave Integrated Circuits (MMICs), packaged component modules, proprietary
antenna technology and integrated radar and communications front-end platforms. Eamonn
Boland, COO at Arralis, outlines the company’s role in the burgeoning space sector.
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Question: What can you tell us about
Arralis’ evolution over the years –
How far has it come from where it
started?
Eamonn Boland: Arralis is a
technology company providing world
leading expertise in RF, micro and
millimetre-wave technology.

The company was founded in 2013
by Barry Lunn and Mike Gleaves after
they had identified the market driven
opportunity for millimetre-wave MMICs
and sub-systems for use in the
aerospace and communications
industries to enable higher resolution
imagery in radar systems and
exceptionally high data rate wireless
transmissions.

We started off as a five-person
company headquartered in Limerick
with a design office in Belfast and
quickly secured seed funding of • 1.2M,
from there we continued to expand in
both locations and following a • 50M

private equity investment in 2017, we
have grown to a 50-person company,
now also with offices in Manchester and
Hong Kong. A US design and
manufacturing base is now under
consideration. We have also established
a presence at the UK Space Hub at
Harwell in recognition of the increasing
numbers of space related companies
that are taking up residence.

Question: Can you outline the type
of products and services Arralis
delivers to the space communi-
cations sector?
Eamonn Boland: The company began
designing and fabricating 94GHz
MMICs for the European Space Agency
in 2014, and as we grew as a company
we looked at increasing the levels of
integration of our products to make life
easier for those early adopters. Today,
Arralis’ core focus is in W, Ka and E-
bands. Our products for W and Ka-

bands have many applications in the
space communications sector.

We have recently released the most
extensive range on the market of Ka-
band MMICs, aimed at the 17-21GHz
and 27-31GHz mega-constellation
frequency bands.

The full range, fabricated on a space
qualified process, includes an
integrated LO amplifier, IQ mixers and
PAs and LNAs. Arralis products will
significantly reduce Ka-band
transceiver size and are an important
enabler in reducing satellite size, power
and weight. Ka-band antennas are 400
percent smaller than their Ku-band
rivals, which opens up the consumer
and connected vehicle markets to high
data rate and low latency satellite
communications. The chipset is
designed as a one-stop communication
solution; from satellite hardware to
airborne through to ground.

Arralis is now working with some of
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Eamonn Boland, COO at Arralis



the world’s largest aerospace, defence
and communications companies.

Question: Which vertical and
geographical markets are key to
Arralis’ business, and how have they
developed over the years?
Eamonn Boland: When Arralis was first
founded, we primarily focused on the
European market, but over time as our
team and product range grew, along
with an increased ability to deliver, the
US, Japan and South Korea became
important markets for us. We’re now
heavily embedded in Europe, but have
seen an increase in interest from India,
Asia and the US which we see as key
markets for us in the near future. Keys
markets that we are active in are
aerospace, satcomms and, more
recently, automotive systems including
radar, high-data rate satell ite
communications and navigation
capabilities.

Question: Arralis recently launched
a new high-frequency analogue
phase shifter MMIC. What can you tell
us about this product and its
applications? How does it compare
with others on the market?
Eamonn Boland: Arralis announced its
new Ka-band phase shifters at Space
Tech Expo in Pasadena in May 2018.
These new products unlock flat beam-
steering antenna capability for 5G and
on the go satellite communications. The
high-frequency analogue phase shifter
MMIC is a closely guarded secret and
is only being shared with our Tier 1
customers.

The product is ideal to track fast
moving low Earth orbit (LEO) satellites
because it is analogue and has

continuous phase variation, a great
advantage over conventional digital
phase shifters.

The extended frequency range of
the upper band chip is also suitable for
the proposed 5G band and will be ideal
for beam steering base stations. In
addition, the added benefit of simplified
assembly is possible as these chips are
available with an integrated power
amplifier.

This development is of great benefit
to designers of connected and
autonomous vehicle and 5G systems as
now a simple, reliable and flat beam
steering and continuous tracking
antenna can be realised.

Companies such as Facebook,
Inmarsat and SpaceX have recently
announced their plans to use Ka-band
to provide broadband services around
the globe with the initial SpaceX
deployment consisting of an
unprecedented 4,425 satellites with Ka-
band payloads.

Question: As we edge closer to the
launch of 5G, companies are
scrambling to have their
technologies ready on time. What
opportunities will 5G bring for
Arralis?
Eamonn Boland: Arralis’ new products
unlock flat beam-steering antenna
capability for 5G and on the go satellite
communications. The extended
frequency range of the upper band chip
is suitable for the proposed 5G band
and will be ideal for beam steering base
stations. In addition, the added benefit

of simplified assembly is possible as
these chips are available with an
integrated power amplifier. This
development is of great benefit to
designers of 5G systems as now a
simple, reliable and flat beam steering
and continuous tracking antenna can be
realised.

We see the rapid convergence of
traditional terrestrial communications
with satellite 5G communications to
provide enhanced broadband for ‘on the
move’ customers such as the growing
numbers of unmanned aerial vehicles
that need beyond line of sight
communications, and for users in
remote locations. Satellite 5G will
provide ultra-reliable and low-latency
communications for critical applications
such as driverless cars and emergency
services.

Ultra-low-latency communications
that operate at mmWave frequencies
with Gigabytes per second throughput
will allow for very small units to be
deployed in smart cities for Internet of
Things (IoT) applications and remote
broadband.

Question: What are your market
expectations for the next 12 months?
Eamonn Boland: Our market
expectations for the next twelve months
are to secure contracts for the Arralis
Ka-band and W-band satell ite
communications system of systems.
The intention is to commence in orbit
capabilities and the deployment of
complementary terrestr ial and
aerospace systems.
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The value of data
The data revolution is changing the way we do business on a global scale. From coffee shops and
supermarkets through to car manufacturers and advertising giants, data, transported via fibre or
satellite, is vital to the smooth operations of businesses everywhere. Matthew Galston, Senior
Director of Product Management at Cobham SATCOM, outlines the true value of satcoms.

Photo courtesy of Cobham

If data really has supplanted oil as the world’s most
valuable resource, shipping companies should make sure
they don’t miss any opportunities.

Last year The Economist declared that data had
supplanted oil as the world’s most valuable resource. This
assertion coincided with an inflection point in the maritime
industry where the conversation finally shifted to the
application of – and potential value locked up in – data,
instead of dwelling on the technologies responsible for
delivering that data between ship and shore.

There are straightforward arguments for investing in better
ship-to-shore connectivity, including productivity benefits
arising from improved crew-welfare, efficiency gains deriving
from enhanced machinery performance monitoring and other
digitally-enabled optimisations in vessel operation.

However, the data generated as a natural by-product of
shipping can also be monetized and sold to other industries,
and it is this new revenue stream that may prove
transformative to the connectivity mindset among vessel
owners.

Data opportunities
Considering some examples of digital transformation from

outside maritime may make it easier to grasp these less
obvious but potentially very lucrative opportunities. In doing
so, it is worth keeping in mind at the outset that maritime
parallels will depend on standardizing shipboard
communications across global fleets so that vessel operators
and managers can streamline their technology stack and
focus on business innovation.

For a few years now, financial analysts have sought insight
from satellite imagery for indicators of revenue performance
in certain key sectors; parking lot usage density at big box
retailers, for example, can reveal trends in sales performance
ahead of the next quarterly results being announced. Over
time, this capability has been improved through automated
imagery analysis combined with true big data analytics. Now
it is helping fund an entire new generation of imagery satellite
launches.

In 2014, Google acquired Nest, a market-dominating
producer of smart home thermostats. This marked Google’s
entry into the smart home device market but included another
benefit for their core advertising business.

Google’s ability to profile target users for a given product
is second to none, given their ability to observe our interests
whenever we are engaged with a screen. Nest’s product
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unlocked a treasure trove of data about patterns within our
‘offline behaviour,’ enabling Google to further refine the
profiles used in deciding which advertisements will be most
effective.

Weather forecast
More pertinently from the shipping perspective, perhaps, in
2015 IBM acquired The Weather Company for US$2 billion.

Weather is perhaps the single largest external swing factor
in business performance. While forecasting is scientific and
increasingly precise, many businesses don’t factor in
predicted weather events. IBM estimates that by combining
live global weather data with their Watson AI platform, they
can generate roughly US$600 billion in value for the global
insurance market.

The Weather Company’s sensor network is clustered
around areas of high population density – and land-based.
However, given the role oceans play in the formation of
weather systems, it is worth noting that access to real-time
data from ocean-based sensors would improve forecast
accuracy significantly.

The weather data example therefore represents a real -
rather than analogous - example of an opportunity that the
maritime industry could exploit, as the only industry already
in position to offer floating oceanic weather stations. Here, it
is offered to highlight the fact that, to date, most conversations
on the maritime digital dividend have been introspective and
focused on self-improvement. The industry is yet to explore
the value of data generated by vessels during day-to-day
operation that may provide the insight someone else in our
digital global economy desperately wants.

Blue sky thinking
It is at this point that it is worth reintroducing the role of
standardisation in the data-harvesting examples given. Sadly,
most CIOs working in the shipping industry today don’t have
the opportunity for ‘blue sky’ thinking when it comes to data

Matthew Galston, Senior Director of Product Management at
Cobham SATCOM
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because most of their time – up to 80 percent according to
one survey – is diverted to a relentless stream of maintenance
tasks.

Often one of the most time-consuming aspects of these
tasks revolves around the need to manage multiple
connectivity solutions running across the ships in their fleet,
where each solution has its own hardware, software, service
providers and network configurations. Monitoring, managing
and maintaining multiple equipment types creates a
considerable overhead - simply to keep everyone online. In
an age when connectivity is regarded by many as a utility,
the attention needed to keep the satellite link alive can dwarf
the effort needed to ensure the lights stay on and the water
runs.

Admittedly, some of this complexity results from the
organic way fleets grow through a mixture of mergers,
acquisitions, owned versus managed tonnage, different
upgrade cycles etc. But unless we can stop each vessel
needing personalised attention, there will always be grounds
to condemn satcoms as a ‘cost centre.’

Unless CIOs can be freed from this unending cycle of
routine maintenance, they may never be able to devise plans
to maximise the impact and value-creation potential of digital
operations.

Put more simply, the time has come in maritime for a shift
in focus from hardware management to applications
development. This is an inevitable evolution already
experienced across so many other industries, each time
driven by hardware providers enabling the shift through
enhanced ongoing service and maintenance plans,
equipment leasing options, and other well proven business
models. In most cases, the end-result is dramatically
increased revenues and historic levels of profit.

Accelerated roll-out
Standardizing on a unified communications platform and
hardware will accelerate a fleet owner’s ability to move forward
with ease and agility. It will ensure consistency of experience
and enable a proactive – rather than reactive – approach to
maintenance. A uniform technical capability permits greater
scalability by making it more straightforward to roll-out new
applications, whether for self-improvement purposes or to
take the initiative in seizing new opportunities to monetize
data to third-parties.

As vessel owners continue to contend with market over-
capacity and low operating margins, however, many remain
fearful of commoditization and therefore squarely focused
on cost reduction. While understandable, this mind-set could
prove short sighted.

Consider the example of Google one more time. Of
course, the Internet giant is in a far different financial position
than any vessel owner today, but remember one thing:
Google’s core business is ad sales, one of most commoditized
businesses on the planet. But instead of obsessing with cost
reduction, investments such as Nest drive innovation that
enhances the value of their core service to the end user.

Satellite communications alone is not the answer - and
never was. Its value derives from being an enabler for the
more sophisticated and creative solutions described above.
However, to fulfil this role, it has to become an invisible utility
that requires no intervention and that vessel operators can
take for granted. In other words, it has to ‘just work.’

When that happens, the smart people working for shipping
companies will have latitude to look beyond operational
efficiency and consider new avenues for value creation,
possibly for new end-users. Moreover, it will open shipping to
technologists from outside the industry, which will spur even
greater innovation. That is the true value of satcoms.

Photo courtesy of Cobham
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Changing lives with e-learning
Many of us today take our education for granted. While education systems vary the world over, in
the UK, it is now required that students remain in education or training until they reach 18. In the
vast majority of cases, this education is delivered in person, at schools, colleges or other
academic institutions. While many of us may take the occasional e-learning course while at
school, distance learning is not a major part of everyday life. In contrast, in developing countries,
distance learning is a vital tool for educating nations of young people, improving lives and
economies at scale.

Bangabandhu Satellite-1 Mission. Photo courtesy SpaceX

In the days before the Internet, education was limited to
what you could learn in school (if you lived in a country with
a well-established education system), during an
apprenticeship, from a book, or from someone in your
community. Skills and trades were passed down through
families, and the ability to learn something brand new was
extremely limited.

Since the Internet has become widespread and easily-
accessed in many countries, education has changed
drastically. While you might not think of learning a new make-
up technique, or how to build a robot from household
materials, as typical education, there’s no denying the
possibilities that the Internet has provided. Older skills such
as sewing, or baking have enjoyed a revitalization now that
young people can learn via YouTube or Smartphone app,
while more academic skills or knowledge, such as new
synthetic methodologies for Chemistry students studying for
their Doctorates, can be easily shared between universities
at the click of a button.

Connectivity is key to the ongoing education revolution.
This holds true both for the young person trying to learn to
knit in their bedroom by watching YouTube videos, and for
the student in a remote village in Indonesia seeking the latest
coursework for their MSc Degree in Maths. Indeed, there are
so many areas the world over where teachers, schools, formal
education programmes, and funding for any of the above,
are in short supply, that the ability to learn in an e-classroom,
or over the Internet at distance, is the only option.

Of course, in many such areas, connectivity is expensive
or simply unavailable. For all we hear about the wonder that
is fibre, it’s only just been rolled out to my suburban UK town.
We’ve heard that, in the UK, it costs more to install fibre
connectivity to a home than the provider will ever receive
back in contract costs. And if many areas of the UK remain
without fibre, what are the chances that remote villages in
India, Indonesia, or the Philippines, will see fibre connected
to their homes any time soon?

Satellite is, of course, the answer, and we’ve certainly
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been hearing a lot about ‘connecting the unconnected’ and
‘bridging the digital divide’ in recent years. However, there is
a lot of world left to be connected by satellite, and the costs
are insurmountable.

Bangladesh enters space arena, helping bridge digital
divide
In May, Bangladesh gained its first space asset with the
launch of the Bangabanhu-1 satellite, built by Thales Alenia
Space and launched into orbit on board the SpaceX Falcon
9. It is the fourth South Asian country now active in the space
arena.

Operated by state-owned Bangladesh Communication
Satellite Company Ltd (BCSCL), Bangabanhu-1 is widely-
expected to help bridge the digital divide across the country.
With 40 Ku-band and C-band transponders and 1,600MHz
of capacity, the satellite will provide coverage over the Bay of
Bengal, Nepal, Bhutan, Sri Lanka, the Philippine and
Indonesia, as well as the entire of Bangladesh. According to
reports, Bangabanhu-1 will aid economic growth, increase
remittances, expand connectivity with newly-launched 4G
technologies, deliver more TV channels, and support stronger
networks. Policy-makers hope to address the global trend
towards increasingly digitalised education by providing an e-
library with Bangladesh Open University and improving
distance-learning programmes.

With around 80 percent of the Bangladeshi population
living in rural areas, satellite-based connectivity is expected
to kick-start the digital economy. In addition to distance
learning, the telemedicine, video conferencing, agriculture,
finance, and defence sectors are all expected to gain. A
sovereign satellite also brings with it a reduction in
dependency on foreign satellite partners, as well as more
cost-effective access to space. Indeed, Bangabanhu-1 will,
in time, integrate central and local governments while merging
rural communities with urban habitants with enhanced
services; digitalised clinics, e-payments systems, e-health
cards, etc.

Connectivity increased for the Cook Islands
In September 2017, Bluesky Cook Islands, the sole provider
of fixed, mobile and broadband services to the Cook Islands,

increased the amount of satellite capacity it leases from SES
Networks in order to launch its 4G+ service to Rarotonga
and Aitutaki, the two main cities of the island nation. The
Cook Islands was the first market to use SES Networks’
innovative O3b MEO satellite system in 2014 to deliver 3G/
4G services to the remote nation.

The increased capacity delivered on the low latency, high
throughput O3b medium Earth orbit (MEO) fleet will also
enable the extension of 4G/LTE mobile backhaul service to
the country’s outer islands, and faster and dedicated
broadband service for the Cook Islands Ministry of Education.
The new agreement signed with SES Networks is part of
Bluesky Cook Islands’ substantial network upgrade. The
launch of 4G+, currently the world’s fastest commercial mobile
network technology, demonstrates Bluesky’s ongoing
commitment to offer new and innovative products and
services to its customers.

The Cook Islands Ministry of Education will use the
increased and faster connectivity from Bluesky to enhance
educational programs which will directly benefit the learning
experience for students of all ages across the country. Bluesky
and the Ministry are jointly developing a virtual education
network portal, enabling students, teachers and institutions
to exchange educational and teacher training material,
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develop additional curricular content material and promote a
new culture of information and communication.

“By bringing 4G+ technology to Rarotonga and Aitutaki,
we are offering our local consumers and business customers
a better mobile data experience which will translate into
productivity improvements, expanded business opportunities,
and exciting new entertainment options,” said Bluesky
Country Manager, Phillip Henderson. “The O3b fleet,
instrumental in providing the fibre-equivalent performance
needed to roll out the 4G+ service, has made an enormous
difference to our subscribers over the last three years.”

University of the South Pacific gains boost to satellite
network
In March, the New Zealand Government committed NZ$6
million to improve the University of the South Pacific’s (USP)
digital e-learning centre.

The centre has video and audio facilities which provide
lectures, video-conferences and tutorials. At present, it has
access to 128Kbps of throughput, which is shared between
the Internet, e-mail users, audio conference and audio
graphics. Video broadcast courses are delivered through
USPNet and Elearning Moodle.

The USP-owned Wide Area Network (WAN) USPNet
incorporates a 5MHz IP satellite-based technology to deliver
and integrate e-learning, educational and administrative
services throughout its 12-member countries.

USP owns and operates the network purely for its own
use. For USP’s distant students and staff, USPNet enables
the opportunity to participate in interactive audio tutorials
conducted from any campus, communicate by e-mail with a
lecturer/tutor or another student, access the Internet, access
online MIS and banner applications, watch a live video
multicast, access multimedia material via server downloads,

live video conferences and tutoring, with the Laucala Campus
in Suva, Fiji.

According to the University of the South Pacific, USPNet
meets the following needs:

• Scalability: Fulfils current and future satellite
communications needs. Allows USPNet to grow the
system as need arises.

• Flexibility: Supports diverse features that USPNet may
want to implement in the future. Modular component
design allows integration flexibility.

• Economy: Lowest operational expenses due to industry
leading satellite access scheme. Incremental capacity
increases can be achieved by adding receiver cards and
volume licenses.

• Design: To support a major shift at USP services towards
distance and flexible learning. Strengthens the regional
integrity of the USP as well as support all member
countries with a common platform and capacity.

The New Zealand Government’s grant is expected to
boost USPNet and ICT developments, enhancing capabilities
and making a significant improvement to lives across the
nation.

“New Zealand contributed significantly to the development
of USPNet and to ICT development that strengthened links
between all our campuses and greatly improved both the
administrative communication and the teaching capacity of
USP,” said USP Vice-Chancellor Professor Rajesh Chandra.
“We are very grateful that New Zealand has made a grant of
NZ$6 million to totally re-engineer USPNet and replace all
the satellite dishes to create a 21st century learning network
for the Pacific Islands. This is a special contribution from New
Zealand to mark our 50th anniversary.” 
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A new era for the Asia-Pacific video
industry
The Cable and Satellite Broadcasting Association of Asia (CASBAA) was established in 1991 as
the association for digital multichannel TV, content, platforms, advertising and video delivery
across markets throughout the Asia-Pacific. In August 2018, Casbaa members overwhelmingly
approved the adoption of a new constitution and new name: Casbaa will now be known as the
Asia Video Industry Association (AVIA) and has a new mandate to represent the interests of
companies across the broader video industry. Louis Boswell, CEO of AVIA, outlines this latest
development, and other key changes in the Asia-Pacific video industry.
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Question: Let’s start with the recent
direction change that saw Casbaa
become AVIA. What prompted this
change, and how will it be felt across
the wider industry?
Louis Boswell: Very simply, Casbaa
was associated with the Pay TV industry
and given the changes in consumer
behaviour, it no longer makes sense to
draw a line at Pay TV.

We want to welcome and work for
the broader video industry and
ecosystem. 

We are technology agnostic, but
where we can help build a more
sustainable business in whatever part

of the video ecosystem, we will. We are
not de-emphasising the existing stake
holders in the association, but we are
pulling down some artificial barriers.

 
Question: AVIA has announced plans
to act as the interlocutor for the video
industry with governments throug-
hout the Asia-Pacific region. What
can you tell us about achieving this
goal? 
Louis Boswell: This has to be one of
the most important roles of an industry
association. 

We are only as strong as our
membership, but clearly one reason for

joining is so that we can help represent
the industry, or a constituency within the
industry, with one voice. 

The sum of collective voices will
always be stronger than one lone
voice. But to be fair, this was already
being done by Casbaa, and we just
want to make this a more explicit focus
of the new association. 

Issues around how regulators plan
to deal with 5G and the threat of
encroachment of the C-band spectrum
is a good example of one of the critical
regulatory issues we face as an industry
today, and we intend to be absolutely
at the front line of this conversation.
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Louis Boswell, CEO of AVIA

Question: How will AVIA work to
reduce video piracy?
Louis Boswell: From an advocacy
perspective, we have long tackled the
piracy problem in conversations with
governments. What is newer is the
enforcement side of this effort, which is
the Coalition Against Piracy (CAP). If
we are a video association, then piracy
has to be the single largest problem we
have. Through CAP, we are aiming to
target the growing problem of Illicit
Streaming Devices (ISD) which allow
the streaming of hundreds of channels

and limitless on demand content. The
focus is on three strategies:

• Enforcement – Working with the
police and customs departments to
the full extent of the law to minimise
piracy;

• Intermediary disruption – Working
with online vendors and payment
gateways to reduce the availability
of ISD; and

• Outreach and education –
Educating governments and
consumers on the extent of the
problem.
 

Question: Creating a more
sustainable video environment is
another of AVIA’s key aims. How will
the association work towards this?
Louis Boswell: The three key aims of
the Association are Advocacy, Anti-
piracy and Insight. We have addressed
the first two. Insight is about informing
educating and discussing develop-
ments in the industry. This is through
reports and papers we publish, through
conferences and seminars and through
the committee system where members
come together on specific industry
issues.  

If we can address the concerns of
the industry in dialogue with
governments, if we can improve the

piracy situation and if we can bring the
industry together to discuss its
development, then for sure we will be
fulfilling our task of making the video
environment more sustainable.

 
Question: What can you tell us about
the latest changes in the video
industry in the Asia-Pacific, and
Singapore specifically?
Louis Boswell: There can be no
doubting that the most important part
of the video ecosystem is the
consumer. What we are seeing is that
there is a greater interest in consuming
content in different ways than ever
before – both devices and delivery
mechanism. This is resulting in
challenges for traditional l inear
players. But, if it was a straight forward
question of linear vs streaming, then
that would be fine. However, one of the
increasingly popular options for
consumers is piracy and we all have to
work together to prevent leakage of paid
services to pirated services, irrespective
of whether those are linear or
streaming.

Question: What are your
expectations for AVIA and the video
industry for the rest of 2018 and
beyond? 
Louis Boswell: I think there are two
immediate tasks. One is to
communicate the recent changes to the
whole industry and the reasons behind
them. The second is not just to open
our doors to new members, but actively
encourage their membership and
participation. We have the chance to
rebuild the association with more
vibrancy and dynamism than ever
before in an industry which is at its most
interesting and important stage of
development in its history. P
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